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Test • Unit 20
Imperatives
Social Customs
Part I
A

Write C (correct) or I (incorrect) for each sentence.

C

1. Please

reply

to this invitation by March 6.

2. Bring a small gift when you visit someone’s home.
3. Donot interrupt your boss on your first day at work.
4. Don’t stand too close to people when you talk to them.
5. Send a thank-you note after a party.
6. Please you sit down.
7. No forget your manners!
8. Do not waste electricity.
9. Please you come to our house at 7:00 p.m.

B

Complete the paragraph with the affirmative or negative imperative form of the verbs in parentheses.
Use contracted forms.

Are you flying to Europe for the first time?

Don’t worry

(worry).

(1)

Follow
(2)

(follow) these helpful tips, and you will have no problems. First, when you pack for your trip,
(read) the rules carefully. You cannot take some things, such as a large bottle
(3)

of shampoo, on an airplane.

(pack) these things in your checked bags. Second,
(4)

(forget) that metal objects are a problem.
(5)

(leave) coins and
(6)

keys in your pocket when you go through security.

(take) them out, and put them
(7)

in the basket.

(check) with your airline if you have any questions.
(8)
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C

Complete the signs at the zoo. Use the affirmative or negative imperative form of the words in
parentheses. Use full forms.

1. (drink)

Do not drink

the water. Bottled water is safer.

2.

(remember) the letter of your parking lot.

3.

(enter). This area is private.

4.

(use) cameras without a flash only. Flashes scare the animals.

5.

(eat) in the gift shop. Finish your food outside.

6. Please

(keep) the door closed. The air conditioner is running!

7.

( feed) the animals candy or popcorn. Junk food is bad for them.

Part II
Complete the sentences with advice. Use the affirmative or negative imperative form of a word from the
box. Use contractions with the negative form.

answer
be
drive

forget
laugh
listen

lose
remember
sit

stay
take

1. Miles never brings his book to class. “

Don’t forget

2. Samir often does the wrong exercise in class. “
instructions, Samir.”

closely to the

3. Maria can never find her keys. “

your keys again, Maria.”

4. Matt and Justine go very fast in their sports car. “
5. Ariane usually finishes only half of her test. “
time, Ariane.”
6. Jung goes to bed at 1:00 a.m. every night. “
7. My mother never stops working. “
8. Ali makes a lot of spelling mistakes. “
9. Jorge does nothing all weekend. “

your book again, Miles.”

carefully, guys!”
all the questions this
up late tonight, Jung.”
a break, Mom. You need a rest!”
careful with your spelling, Ali.”
around all weekend, Jorge.”

10. Marguerite always forgets her dictionary. “
Marguerite.”

your dictionary,

11. Alex thinks his own jokes are very funny. “

at your own jokes, Alex.”
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